
Toward the reconstruction of the Guang gender system 
Ines Fiedler, Tom Güldemann (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) 

1 State of the art 

1.1 Former approaches to gender in Guang 

+ Guang languages are known for their elaborate nominal prefix system, but are said to 
show little in the way of agreement 

In all the Guang languages, singular and plural of nouns is indicated by prefixes. None exhibit 
concord systems, such as are found in many of the Central Togo languages. There is, however, 
at least a trace of number agreement between the noun and some types of adjectives in South 
Guang, Gichode, Krachi, and some dialects of Nchumburu, for instance … (Dakubu 1988: 82) 

+ but this is not the whole story – new data available give evidence that there are 
languages showing a more “Bantu-like” agreement system, as shown in example (1) from 
Foodo (cf. also Plunkett 2009) 
(1) Foodo (Benin, Mountain Oti-North) 
 NF-noun-NF NF-big-NF AGR-IDEF 
      a. dı-́gbá-lı ̀ dʊ̀-ńlɛ-́lı̀  dʊ̀-kʊ́ ‘a big market’ 
 á-gbá-à à-ŋ́lɛ-́ɛ ̀ à-kʊ́ ‘some big markets’ 
      b. ŋ‐kɔĺˈɔ‐̀sɛ‐́ɛ ̀ ǹ-ńlɛ‐́ɛ ̀ sʊ̀-kʊ́ ‘some big rivers’  
 ǹ-cɔ-́ḿ  ǹ-ńlɛ‐́ɛ ̀ bʊ̀-kʊ́ ‘big water’ (Fiedler, f.n.) 
 
- four agreement classes, occurring (here) in a set of two different agreement contexts (ADJ 
showing agreement marking identical to noun form marking, IDEF as agreement target), 
triggered by three different noun forms  
- (1a) shows formal identity between noun form class and agreement class, in singular and 
plural = alliterative mapping of gender dVHi‐/A‐ and deriflection dVHi‐/A‐ 
- (1b) shows that the same noun form can trigger the two different agreement classes sVHi and 
bVHi 

 
 despite strong alliterative tendencies, prefixes on nouns and on agreement targets are not 
necessarily identical, e.g. one cannot infer one out of the other  
 any reconstruction of the nominal classification system also has to integrate 
methodologically the agreement system in addition to the noun forms 
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1.2 Methodology 

+ around 18 languages within Potou-Tano branch of Kwa (Niger-Congo) (see Map 1) 
North Guang (14):  Gonja-Dompo 
   Nkonya-Nkami 
   Mountain Oti-North:  Foodo, Gichode, Ginyanga, Nawuri 
   River Oti-North: Chumburung, Nchumunu, Krachi, Dwang, 
      Tchumbuli, Kplang 
South Guang (4):  Awutu- Efutu 
   Hill South Guang: Larteh, Cherepong, Anum-Boso 
 

 
Map 1: Geographical distribution of Guang languages (© L. Marstaller, after Perrot 
1981) 
 
+ reconstruction of noun forms based on a 80-word-list collected for nearly all languages 
- based on Leipzig-Jakarta-list plus some West African vocabulary (WALDS) 
- establishment of cognates for every word, comparison of these with synchronic data 
+ as for the agreement system, we only have information on part of the languages (9, see 
table A3) 
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+ typological characteristics of Guang languages 
- SVO 
- tone language with 2 tonemes: Low and High (prefixes on nouns reconstructed as low, cf. 
Snider 1990, Plunkett 2006)  
- 3 different types of vowel harmony at work: quality of the stem vowel determines the 
quality of the prefix vowel concerning ATR value, rounding feature and vowel height 
- noun classification system with prefixes on noun (noun form marking, NFO) and modifiers 
(agreement marking, AGR)  
- noun phrases are head-initial, some modifiers agree with them 
 
+ goal of the talk:  
- present the reconstructed gender and deriflection systems of proto-Guang 
- outline some of the challenges for reconstruction 
- compare the new reconstruction based on nominal morphology AND agreement forms with 
the two already existing ones 
- give some directions for a possible reconstruction of greater Niger-Congo gender systems 

2 Comparison of nominal classification in synchronic Guang  

2.1 General overview  
+ contrary to Dakubu (1988), Snider (1988) and Manessy (1987)  
1. there is an agreement system in all Guang languages (Table A3) 
> highly divers, from full-fledged system in Foodo to animacy-based systems in the 
Southern languages 
+ 2 different systems in modern Guang languages: 
- semantico-morphological system which shows strong parallels to declension system 
(Chumburung, Foodo, Gichode-Ginyanga, Nawuri) 
- animacy based system (Efutu, Gonja, Gua-Cherepong, Krachi, Larteh, Nkonya), using the 
formal features also found in the declension system, sometimes including a neutral gender  
 
2. the deriflection systems (Table A2) are more complex than the gender systems, i.e.: 
- in most languages the number of noun form classes and deriflections is higher than that of 
the agreement classes and genders  
- the deriflection systems are highly crossed, gender systems are parallel and crossed  
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Feature Properties 

Number of agreement 
classes 

between 3 and 10 

Number of genders between 2 and 8 paired genders, plus additional 2 to 6 single 
genders 

Number of agreement 
targets 

from 2 (pronominals) to 11 (PRO, ADJ, NUM, DEM) 

Basis of classification where only two genders, semantic agreement (animacy) 
where more than 3, also morphological assignment involved 

Number of NF classes in most languages 7, min. 6, max. 10 

Number of declensions 5 – 11 paired declensions, 4 – 7 transnumeral declensions 

Form of the noun form 
marking 

in Northern languages, mostly CV-prefixes, in Southern 
Guang often reduced to V only 

Table 1: Overview on gender and deriflection in Guang 
+ based on the assumption that gender and deriflection systems once started out as one 
system, a first rough conclusion would be: 
1. There are not so many changes and differences in the synchronic deriflection systems 
compared to the reconstructed one observable. 
2. Most important changes affect the gender system.  

2.2 Detailed comparison: challenges for the reconstruction  

2.2.1 Unambiguous cases  

+ a number of NF classes in synchronic Guang are identical/similar in all modern languages 
(see table A2) and can therefore be reconstructed on a firm basis 
 

Reconstructed 
NF form 

Status in modern languages 

*Ø- retained in all languages 
Foodo: kVHi- ~ Ø 

*O- retained as such in many 
Gonja: *O- > E- 
Cherepong and Anum-Boso: *O- > A- 

*ka- 
 

Gichode, Ginyanga, Nawuri: *ka- > ga- 
> gE-  
Nkonya: *ka- > kE- > E-  
Efutu, Larteh, Anum: *ka- > A- 

*N- Southern languages: *N- > N-, E- 

Table 2: Overview over uncontroversially reconstructed forms 
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2.2.2 Allomorphy of prefixes and reconstruction 

+ vowel harmony is responsible for a great allomorphy of prefixes in single languages 
(disregarding the voicing of consonant k here)  
 

Reconstructed noun forms Possible allomorphs in synchronic 
languages  

*Ø Ø 

*O- o‐, ɔ‐ 

*ba- ba-, bi-, bu 

*kVHi- ki‐, kı‐, ku‐, kʊ‐,  kɔ‐ 

*a- a‐, ǝ‐,    e‐, ɛ‐ 

*I‐ i‐, ı-,     e‐ 

*ka- ka‐, ke-, kɛ‐, kǝ‐   ko-, kɔ‐  

*N‐ n‐, m‐, ɲ‐, ŋ‐, in- 

*dI- di‐, dı‐, du‐, dʊ‐ 

*bI- bi‐, bı‐, du‐, dʊ‐ 

Table 3: Possible allomorphs of noun forms 
 
+ generally, vowel harmony takes place across same vowel height for ATR and rounding 
- mid vowels play a crucial role, as they belong in some cases to high vowels, but in other to 
low vowels (high stem vowels trigger the highest value of each set in the prefix, and so 
forth) 
 u  ʊ  i   ı high vowels  
 o  ɔ  e   ɛ   
    a    low vowels 
 
> thus, the reconstruction of prefixal forms has to take into consideration the vowel quality 
of the nominal root 
 
+ close examination of kV- prefixes reveals two underlying prefixes for the proto-language, 
namely ka- and kVHi- 
- kVHi- resulted presumably from merger of PB *ki- and *ku- (cf. de Wolf 1971, Williamson 
1989) facilitated by rounding harmony in Guang  
 PB cl. 7 *ki- (SG)  neck, thorn  
 PB cl. 15 *ku- (SG, TN) ear, leg, arm, knee 
- *ka-  (cl.12) can be easily reconstructed and differentiated in modern languages, even 
though Painter (1970) for Gonja only established one single kV- prefix 
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- probably, data from Nkonya, Cherepong and Anum which show different vowel prefixes 
give a hint at a former differentiation even in proto-Guang that is no longer apparent in 
most other languages 
 

PB Gloss Gonja Foodo Gichode Nkonya Cherepong Anum 

*kI- neck kʊ́-bɔ ́ kʊ́-bɔ-́ʊ̀ gʊ́-bɔ ́ ɔ-boyi ē-kwâ  Ø-kwa  

bone kú-wúbi ᷇ dú-wú-lì gù-wìyé i‐wu ì-bóù Ø-bou 

stone kì-jɛm̀bú dù-bú-lì gù-bʷí i‐bui ì‐búì Ø-bwi 

*kU- ear kʊ̀-sʊ́ kʊ̀-sʊ́-ʊ́ gʊ̀-sɔ ́ e‐sõ ɔ‐̀sʊ́ ɔ-so 

arm n.a. kʊ̀-báá-ʊ́ gɪ-̀bááʔ e-be ɔ-̀bá ɔ-ba 

leg/foot kɩ-́yáʔ dɩ-́yáá-lɩ ̀ gɩ-́yáāʔ i-yabi n.a. n.a. 

*ka- mouth kɔ-́nɔ ́ kɔ-́nɔ-́ʊ̀ gɔ-́nɔ ́ ɛ-nɔ á-nʊ̄ a‐nɔ 

bird kà-bwíb↓í kà-bʊ́ɩý-ˈá gʌ̀-bʷɩɩ́ʔ̄ e-bubui à-bóbì a-bobi 

back kà-mánʔ n.a. gà-márááʔ ɛ-mã n.a. a-mɛ 

Table 4: Reflexes of *ki-/*ku- and *ka- in modern Guang 
 
- this vowel differentiation might also be responsible for some unusual deriflections, as kVHi-
/N- or ka-/a- 
 
+ similar observations can be made for the differentiation of *a- and *I- which both have 
reflexes as E- in modern languages 
 PB cl. 6 *a-  plural of: egg, head, name, eye, (5) and ear, leg, arm (15) 
 PB cl. 10 *n-  plural of animals (> I-) 
 PB cl. ?6A *ma- transnumeral (> N- > I-~E-) 
 
+*a- attested in many languages 
‐ Cherepong, Larteh and Anum: *a- > E‐ (to avoid confusion with singular a-< *O- or *ka-) 
- for some languages (mainly Southern), body parts only have a single form  
 

 Gonja Foodo Gichode Nkonya Cherepong Anum 

neck á-bɔ ́ à-bɔ-́ɔ ̀ á-bɔ ́ -- -- -- 

bone á-wúbi ᷇ á-wú-m̀ á-wìyé a‐wu è-bóù -- 

stone à-jɛm̀bú dù-bú-lì à-bʷí a‐bui è‐búì e-bwi 

ear à-sʊ́ à-sɔ-́ɔ ́ à-sɔ ́ a‐sõ -- -- 
arm n.a. à-báá-ḿ à-bááʔ a-be -- -- 

leg/foot á-yáʔ á-yáá-m̀ á -yáāʔ a-yabi n.a. n.a. 

Table 5: Reflexes of *a- in modern Guang 
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+ *n- and *ma- show a number of different reflexes – difficult to reconstruct proto-form 
 

 Gonja Foodo Gichode Nkonya Larteh Anum 

dogs a-jɔǹɔ᷆ ɩ-kpɩd́ɛ-́ɛ ̀ i-jòno᷆ n.a. n.a. n.a. 

sheep (pl.) n.a. ɩ-̀sàŋdɛɛ̀ ́ i-sàndɛɩ᷆ ̆ n-sɩanɩ e-sente n.a. 

roots ǹ-lɨŋ́i᷇ i-líńdˈá-ḿ ɩ-́lɨ᷇ŋ i-lĩ ɛ-la n.a. 

trees ń-yíà á-yé-è í-yíīʔ i-yi ~ n-yi  e-yi a-yi 

tails ń-dúʔ í-dú-m̀ í-dúūʔ n-ɖu e-du a-du ~ Ø-du 

brooms e-pesi ɩ‐̀fɛɛ́ ́ ɩ‐fɛ m‐fɛsi ɛ‐fɛ ̃ a‐fĩ 

Table 6: Reflexes of *I- and *N- in modern Guang 
 

2.2.3 Rich noun form and agreement class inventory in Foodo  

+ Foodo shows three noun form and agreement classes not attested in the other languages 
- one is a clear innovation (AGR tu-, based on derivative element -tɔ for abstracta with 
religious and ideological meaning) 
- the status of the other two is unclear, were already reconstructed for Proto-Benue-Congo 
and Proto-Bantu 
- 2 possible scenarios: Foodo spoken in a remote area in Northern Benin, without having 
contact to other Guang languages for about 300 years 

 Foodo as the most conservative language because of isolated development 
 Foodo as the most innovative language because of contact to other languages 

 
+ *dVHi- 
‐ dVHi- of Foodo corresponds to nouns with NF kVHi- in other languages (mainly body parts) 
(see Table A6) – in both cases, the agreement is alliterative dVHi- resp. kVHi-, plural in 
agreement and noun form is a- 
‐ besides this, Foodo also has kVHi- nouns (body parts, snake, feather) - no clear semantic 
limits between the two groups of nouns 
- no other Guang language has such nominal forms, except maybe  
Kplang:  dɩ-po ‘tongue’ 
Chumburung:  je-pu ‘tongue’  
Chumburung: dɩ-̀kpa᷆ ‘fire’    
Tchumbuli  lo‐kpa ‘fire’ 
Krachi  də-̀kpa᷆ ‘fire’ 
Nkonya:  lu‐fɔlɛ  ‘salt’,  
  lu‐fɔ  ‘oil’ 
?Gonja  kì-jɛm̀-bú ‘stone’ 
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+ question: what is the direction of change? 
- form *di- was reconstructed by Meussen (1967) for Proto-Bantu as pronominal agreement 
(class 5) and for Proto-Gur as NF and AGR (with plural PB *ga and PG *ka~a, class 6) 
- its meaning embraces: egg, head, name, eye, tooth, breast, tongue, year (Williamson 1989: 
38), i.e. those nouns that are also included in this agreement class in Foodo  
> dVHi- in Foodo can be analyzed as inherited feature of gender and deriflection system 
 
+ areal feature of Northern Benin/Togo (Atakora mountains and surrounding regions) 
where the language is spoken? 
- contact languages of Foodo within last 300 years are Gur languages 
- Tem is most important, but does not give direct evidence for contact-induced changes in 
Foodo even though it has a gender ɖi/a 
- Ditammari is not really in contact with Foodo, as well as Miyobe, but there are striking 
similarities between Foodo and those two languages 
> no clear hint for dVHi- as contact phenomenon 
 

 Foodo Tem Ditammari Miyobe 

 Plunkett, MS. Tchagbale 1976 Reineke 2012 Rongier 1996, Heyder, p.c.) 

nom dɩ-̀ɲɩń́-dɩ ́ yɩ́‐ɖɛ /yɩ‐rá dī‐yè‐tì‐rì  ti-nyíri / a- 

knee dì-ŋmílˈí-í ɖʊ́n‐ɖɛ /ɖʊn‐á di‐nú‐n‐nì ti-nui /a- 

egg dʊ̀-bɔĺˈɩ-́ɩ ́ yɛ‐́lɛ /ya‐lá dī‐yē‐nì /yā‐yê ti-pele /a- 

mouth kɔ‐́nɔ‐́ʊ̀ nɔ‐ɔ (>‐a) dī‐nũ̀ũ̀ ti-nɔɔ́ 

tooth dí‐nyí‐lì ké‐le (?Ø) dī‐nì‐n‐nì kù-ni ̃ ́

liver dʊ́‐kpʊ́‐lɩ̀ fɔɔ‐rɛ (>‐ɖi) ? ti-wuu 

head dù‐mú‐lí kʊ‐jʊʊ dī‐yūū tí-yu 

seed dí‐bí‐lì ? ? ti-pi-pi 

star dì-félé-bí-lí wɩlɔ‐ɔ ́(>‐ka) dī‐wã̀‐t‐i‐rì ti-wárɛ-pi 

Table 7: Comparison of Foodo nouns with dVHi- prefix to contact languages 
 
+*bVHi- 
‐ bVHi- in Foodo exclusively used for infinitives  
(2) bí‐dá‐nɔ ́ ˈaction of greetingˈ  
 bɩ‐́jáà  ˈaction of chasingˈ 
‐ infinitives in other Guang languages found in noun form class kVHi- this class is used for 
verbal nouns in Bantu - whether one has to reconstruct both forms to indicate verbal nouns 
is not clear  
(3) Gonja  kì‐nyì  ˈboastingˈ  
  kì‐kpáng  ˈhuntingˈ 
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 Nawuri  gi‐dii  ˈclimbingˈ  
  gı‐kıta  ˈcatchingˈ 
 Chumburung  kɩ‐́bá  ˈcomingˈ  
  kù‐núú  ˈdrinkingˈ 
 
- bVHi- for PBC and PB reconstructed with exactly this semantics (cl. 14, *BU-) 
- contact languages all show a reflex of *bu- in NF and AGR: Ditammari mu- … -mu (AGR 
mu-), Miyobe pi-… (AGR pi-) and Tem –i (AGR bi-, Tchagbale 2000) 
> unclear status of Foodo bVHi- 
 
+ assuming that this form is inherited, one has to suppose a merger of three (or even four) 
NF and AGR classes into one in Oti-North Guang (except Foodo): 
 dVHi-    PB *di-, *-ɖi PG (5) 
?kI-~kU > kVHi- kVHi-  PB *ki- (7), *ku- (15) 
 bVHi-    PB *bu (14) 
 loss of noun form classes and the following reorganization of the deriflection system 
resulted in today’s strongly crossed systems 

2.2.4 Status of *bA- in noun forms and agreement 

+ NF *ba- (PB cl. 2) merges with *a- (PB cl. 6) in most languages: *ba- > a- 
- with further change to E- in Hill Guang, Efutu (Snider 1988) and Larteh: *ba- > a- > E- 
- Gonja is the only language showing a NF ba-: *ba- > bV-  
- again, this could be due to contact to Gur languages having such a suffix (cf. 
reconstruction of proto-Gur in Miehe et al. 2012) 
 
+ but, in most modern languages, AGR ba was retained for plural nouns referring to 
animates 
> ba- must have been part of the gender and deriflection system of proto-Guang 
 
(4) NF A-nouns show split between agreement classes (here Foodo) 
 à-nyɩ-́m̀  bà-kʊ́ some men not: bà-nyɩ́m ̀

 kàdɩýà  bà-kʊ́ some people 
 á-cɛɛ́ ̀ à-kʊ̀ some beans not: bà-kʊ́ 
 
 NF *ba- and NF *a- are merged to result in one NF-class, whose nouns belong to two 
agreement classes in most languages 
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3. Reconstruction in view of former accounts 
+ basically, our reconstruction of the proto-Guang gender and deriflection system follows 
the premise laid out by Snider (1988) 

It is therefore reasonable to assume that proto-Guang had a system at least as complex as the 
most complex present day Guang language … (Snider 1988: 138) 

> even though some of the agreement and noun forms have an unclear status as inherited 
or newly developed (see above), we take them as inherited from an older proto-language 
- thus, proto-Guang must have had 11 different noun forms and 9 agreement forms 
- the difference goes back to NF Ø which triggers different agreements in the languages, and 
a special plural form –ana which probably derived from an associative plural (mostly 
restricted to kin terms, but in Gonja on the way to a more general plural marker) 
- Ø and –ana are not reconstructed for PB and PBC, but represent an important part of the 
deriflection system in most modern languages  
- proves that nearly every noun form class and agreement class occurs with more than one 
single number value > thus, it has to be assumed that in the proto-system these morphemes 
did not have a number specification, but were transnumeral and developed only later a 
number specification by marking singulatives and pluratives 
  
 
 SG TN PL 
 
 
   *bV- 
 *o- 
 *a-  *a- 
 *kI- 
 *e-  *e- 
*ka- 
  *N- *N- 
 *dI- 
*ke- 
 
Système 
classificatoire proto-
guang 
(Manessy 1987: 42) 

 SG TN PL 
 
 *Ø 
   *bA- 
 *O- 
  *A- *A- 
 *kI- 
  *I- *I- 
*kA- 
  *N- *N- 
 
 
 
Noun class system of 
proto-Guang 
(Snider 1988:138) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
   BA-  
 O- O-  
  A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi-  
  I- I- 
 KA- KA- 
  N- N- 
DVHi- 
  BU- 
 
Deriflection system 
of proto-Guang 
(Güldemann and 
Fiedler)  

 SG TN PL 
    
    
   ba-  
 O- O-  
  a- a- 
kVHi- kVHi-  
  I- I- 
 ka- ka- 
  N- N- 
dVHi- 
  BVHi- 
 
Gender system of 
proto-Guang 
(Güldemann and 
Fiedler) 

Table 8: Comparison of the gender and deriflection system of Proto-Guang with the 
reconstructions of Snider (1988) and Manessy (1987) 
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+ as can be seen, the four systems differ considerably, partly due to the fact that Manessy 
and Snider try to combine agreement and noun form classes within one reconstruction 
- plural suffix –ana not recognized by both authors 
- number of transnumeral agreement and noun form classes considerably lower in both 
reconstructions 
 
+ Manessy (1987)  
- based on noun form classes and pronominal forms 
- does not consider allomorphic variation – his system therefore more inflated 
 *ka- > ke- and *ka- > a- 
 *ba- > a-  
 *ki- > ke- 
- prefix *I- is reconstructed as E- what is questionable: singular E- with plural bV- is rather 
reflex of *O-  
- pairing of e-/e- unclear and not explained by him 
- neglects the existence of a Ø form in the proto-language, what is reconstructed by us for 
the deriflection system 
 
+ Snider (1988) 
- basically based on large-scale lexical comparison in 9 languages but includes also 
agreement features 
- sound reconstruction of the Guang system, similar to our reconstruction 
- did not have access to Foodo data, therefore no inclusion of *dVHi- and *bVHi- 
- main difference: plural of *O- nouns reconstructed as *N- for proto-Guang (by us as *I-): 
clearly influenced by PB reconstruction, but not attested by Guang data 
Snider:  PB cl. 6a ma- > *N- in proto-Guang > *I- in proto-Oti-North 
- acknowledges transnumeral nouns far more than Manessy, but still not in their full 
diversity 

4. Conclusion 
+ Guang languages share with Niger-Congo the extensive “noun class system”, including 
agreement in a full range of targets 
- comparison of gender and deriflection systems in modern languages and Proto-Guang has 
shown that both systems develop differently and independently from each other, 
supporting findings by Good 2012 and Kießling 2013 
- declension and gender system have to be reconstructed as elaborated system, consisting of 
at least 9 noun form resp. agreement classes, thus representing a slightly simplified version 
of an assumed Proto-Benue-Congo noun class system (cf. de Wolf 1971)  
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– simplification concerns the number of noun form classes, and, more importantly, the 
agreement system - more general semantics govern the system: introduction of agreement 
principles based on animacy (differing even in dialects of the same language) 
> merger of agreement classes in both numbers according to animate-inanimate distinction, 
but retention of noun form classes is widespread in Guang, cf. Gonja, Larteh, and others 
 
+ Foodo with the most complex system – as the split of Foodo is dated about 200-300 years 
ago, it might well be that Foodo preserved a system closely similar to the inherited system 
- with its sister languages of Oti-North Guang, it retained the inherited, complex system both 
in the deriflection as well as in the gender system 
 
+ our reconstruction supports most of the reconstructed forms in proto-Bantu (Meussen 
1967), but challenges some of them: 
- it confirms the following reconstructed classes and pairings: 
 *o- (cl. 1~3) / *ba- (cl. 2) 
 *di- (cl. 5) / *a- (cl. 6) 
 *ka- (cl. 12) / *N- (cl. 6a) 
 *bu- (cl. 14 for verbal nouns) 
 *ku- (cl. 15~17, but not as verbal nouns, but primarily locative transnumeral class) 
- it cannot confirm the following classes and pairings: 
 *mi- (cl. 4) 
 *n- (cl. 9, 10) 
 *bi- (cl. 8) 
 *du- (cl. 11) 
 *tu- (cl. 13, but attested in GTM) 
 *ki- (cl. 7, questioned) 
 
>more language data have to be taken into consideration for a better understanding of the 
dynamics of gender and deriflection systems 
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Appendix: Tables for comparison 
  

Gonja-
Dompo 

Nkonya-
Nkami 

Mountain Oti-North River Oti-North Awutu-
Efutu 

Hill South Guang 

Languages Gonja Nkonya Foodo Gichode Nawuri Chumburu
ng 

Dwang Krachi Tchumbuli Efutu Anum Larteh Cherepong 

AGR classes 4 3 10 6 7 7 4 4 ? 3 ? 3 ? 

Paired 
genders 

2 2 5+2 4+1 4+1 4+1 3 2 ? 2 ? 2 ? 

Single 
genders 

- - 7 6 5 6 - - ? - ? - ? 

AGR targets 5 4 11 6 5 4 2 3 ? 3 ? 2 ? 

Basis of 
classification 

animacy animacy formal formal formal formal animacy animacy ? animacy ? animacy ? 

   
  

     
    

NF classes 9 7 11 8 8 8 7 7 8 6 6 7 7 

Paired 
deriflections 

7+5 7 8+3 8+4 8+1 6+2 5+6 7+4 7+2 5 5 6 5 

Single 
deriflections 

7 7 9 7 6 7 7 6 8 6 6 5 6 

Form CV- (C)V- CV-.-
V/N 

CV- CV- CV- CV- CV- CV- V- V- V- V- 

Table A1: Overview over some features of the gender and deriflection system in Guang 
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 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi- 
  I- I- 
 KA- KA- 
  N- N- 
DVHi- 
  BVHi- 
  TO- 
Foodo (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  A- A- 
GVHi- GVHi- 
 I- I- I- 
GE- GE- 
 N- N- N- 
  
 
 
Gichode (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  A- A- 
GVHi- GVHi- 
  I- I- 
GA-  
  N- N- 
  
 
 
Nawuri (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi- 
  I- I- 
 KA- KA- 
  N- N- 
  
 
 
Chumburung (Oti-N) 

 SG TN PL 
    
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
 A- A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi- 
  I- I- 
 KA-  
  N- N- 
 
  
 
Krachi (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi- 
 I- I- I- 
KA- KA- 
  N- N- 
  
  
 
Dwang (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
 Ø Ø  
     
 O-  
  A- A- 
KVHi-  
  I- I- 
 KA-   
  N- N- 
   
 
 
Tchumbuli (Oti-N) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
   BV- 
 E- E-  
  A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi- 
  I- I- 
KA- KA- 
  N- N- 
   
 
Gonja (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  A- A- 
   
 I- I- I- 
E-/KE- E- 
  N- N- 
   
 
Nkonya (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
 A- A- A- 
  
 I-  I- 
 E- E- E- 
  N- N- 
  
 
Nkami (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
  Ø 
    
 O- O- 
  E- E- 
  
  I- I- 
A-  A- A- 
  N- N- 
  
 
Efutu (South) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ɛnɛ 
 Ø Ø  
     
 O- O- 
  E-/A- E/A- 
    
  I- E-/I- 
A-   
  N- N- 
  
 
Larteh (South) 

SG  TN PL 
   -ɛnɛ 
 Ø Ø  
     
  O- 
  E- E- 
   
   
 A- A- A- 
  N- N- 
  
 
Cherepong (South) 

 SG TN PL 
   -ana 
 Ø Ø  
   BA-  
 O- O-  
  A- A- 
KVHi- KVHi-  
  I- I- 
 KA- KA- 
  N- N- 
DVHi- 
  BU- 
Proto-Guang  

Table A2: Deriflection systems in synchronic Guang  
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 SG TN PL 
 
  
   ba-  
 O- O- 
  a- a- 
kVHi- kVHi- 
  yVHi- yVHi- 
 ka- ka- 
   sVHi- 
dVHi- 
  bVHi- 
  tO- 
Foodo (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
 
  
     
 O- O- 
  a- a- 
gVHi- gVHi- 
  I- I- 
gE- gE- 
  N- N- 
  
 
 
Gichode (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
  
  
   ba-  
 O- O- 
  A- a- 
gVHi- gVHi- 
  I- I- 
gA-  
  N- N- 
  
 
 
Nawuri (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
 
  
    bU- 
 O- O- 
  a- a- 
kVHi- kVHi- 
  I- I- 
 ka- ka- 
  N- N- 
  
 
 
Chumburung (Oti-N) 

 SG TN PL 
    
  
    ba- 
 O-  
  
 I- 
   (yoo 
  
 
 
 
  
Krachi (Oti-North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
  
     
 O-  
   a- 
kVHi-  
 I-  I- 
  
 
  
  
 
Dwang (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Tchumbuli (Oti-N.) 

 SG TN PL 
    
   
   bo- 
 E-   
   a- 
kVHi-  
   
 
 
   
 
Gonja (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
  
   bV-  
 O-  
  
   
  
 E-  E- 
   
 
 
Nkonya (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
  
    bE- 
 O-  
   
  
  
 E-  E- 
   
  
 
Nkami (North) 

 SG TN PL 
    
   
   amʊ 
mʊ-  
  a- 
  
 I-  I- 
   
  
  
 
Efutu (South) 

 SG TN PL 
    
  
   amʊ 
 
 a-  
  
 I- I- 
  E-  
 
  
 
Larteh (South) 

 SG TN PL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
  
 
Cherepong (South) 

 SG TN PL 
    
    
   ba-  
 O- O-  
  a- a- 
kVHi- kVHi-  
  I- I- 
 ka- ka- 
  N- N- 
dVHi- 
  BVHi- 
Proto-Guang  

Table A3: Gender systems in synchronic Guang  
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   *O- *BA- *KVHi- *A- *KA- *N- *I- *Ø *DVHi- TO- *-ana 

North Guang Gonja-
Dompo 

Gonja E-
(~KA-) 

BV- KVHi- A-~E- KA- N-~A- N- Ø KVHi- n.a. -ana 

Nkonya-
Nkami 

Nkonya O- A- I-~ E- A- (KE-) 
~E-/ O- 

N-~I- I-~N- Ø I-~ Ø n.a. ? 

Nkami O- A- E- A- E- N-~A- A- Ø E- n.a. ? 

Mountain 
Oti-North 

Foodo O- A- KVHi- A-~I- KA- N-~I- I- Ø DVHi- TO- -ana 

Gichode O- A- GVHi- A-~I- GA- N-~I- I- Ø KVHi- n.a. -ana 

Ginyanga O- A- GVHi- A-~I- GA- N-~I- I- Ø KVHi- n.a. -ana 

Nawuri O- A- GVHi- A-~I- GA- N-~I- I- Ø KVHi- n.a.   

River Oti-
North 

Chumburung O-~Ø A- KVHi- A- KA- N-~I-
~Ø 

I- Ø KVHi- n.a. -ana 

Krachi O- A- KVHi- A- KA- N-~I- I-~A- Ø KVHi- n.a. -- 

Dwang O- A- KVHi- A- KA- N-~I- I- Ø KVHi- n.a. ? 

Tchumbuli O- A- KVHi- A- KA- N-~I- I- Ø KVHi- n.a. ? 

South Guang Awutu Efutu O-~E- A-~E- Ø A-~E- A- N-~I- I-~Ø Ø Ø n.a. ? 

Hill South 
Guang 

Larteh O- A-~E- Ø A-~E- A- N- E-~I- Ø~O- Ø n.a. ‐ɛnɛ 

Cherepong A-, O- E- E-,I- 
~O- 

E- A- N- A- Ø E-~I- n.a. ‐ɛnɛ 

Anum-Boso A- E- Ø~O- E- A- N- A- E-, O-~ 
Ø 

Ø~O- n.a. ? 

Table A4: Noun forms in synchronic Guang as reflexes of Proto-Guang (based on 80-words-list) 
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   ADJ NUM DEM DEF IDEF REL SBJ OBJ POSS EMPH Switch-
reference 

North 
Guang 

Gonja-
Dompo 

Gonja - x (Nu) (Nu) ? - x x x x ? 

Dompo no info 

Nkonya-
Nkami 

Nkonya ?x x - - x - x x ? ? ? 

Nkami ?x (Nu) (Nu) - (Nu) - x x x ? ? 

Nterato Nterato extinct, no info 

Mountain 
Oti-North 

Foodo NF NF x x x x x x x x x 

Gichode - x (Nu) - x x x x ? ? ? 

Ginyanga - ?x ?x ? ? ? x x ? ? ? 

Nawuri - - x - x - x x x ? ? 

River Oti-
North 

Chumburung (Nu) x (Nu) - (Nu) - x x ? ? ? 

Kplang no info 

Krachi (Nu) x - - ? ? x x ? ? ? 

Dwang - ? x ? ? ? x ? ? ? ? 

Nchumbuli no info 

Tchumbuli no info 

South 
Guang 

Awutu Awutu-Efutu (Nu) ? (Nu) (Nu) ‐ ‐ x x ‐ x ? 

Hill South 
Guang 

Gua no info 

Cherepong no info 

Larteh (Nu) (Nu) (Nu) ‐ (Nu) ‐ x x ? ? ? 

Note: (Nu) means that there is agreement with number only; NF means that there is rather nominal marking on target 
Table A5: Comparison of agreement targets in Guang 
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Gonja-Dompo Nkonya-Nkami Mountain Oti-North River Oti-North 

Languages Gonja Nkonya Foodo Gichode Nawuri Chumburung Dwang Krachi Tchumbuli 

kVHi/A ~ I/A ~  dVHi/A 

5. bone kú-wúbi ᷇ i‐wu dú‐wú‐lì gù-wìyé gù-wìyá kɨ-̀bòwíʔ 
  

ku‐gbowi 

57. stone kì-jɛm̀bú i‐bui dù‐bú‐lì gù-bʷí gù-bú kɨ-̀bú kɩ‐̀bʊ́ kù-bú ku‐bu 

31. egg kʊ̀-fʊ́lɛʔ᷇ e‐bɔnɔ dʊ̀‐bɔĺˈɩ‐́ɩ ́ gʊ̀-bɔĺɩɩ́ʔ̄ 
   

kʊ̀-fʊ́rɛʔ᷆ 
 

11. tooth kɨ-́ɲí i‐nyĩ dí‐nyí‐lì gɨ-́ɲí gɨ-́ɲí 
 

kɩ‐́ɲɩ ̄
  

23. head kù-mú i‐ŋu dù‐mú‐lí gù-mú gù-mú kù-ŋú kʊ̀‐nwʊ̄ǝ kù-mú kunn 

6. breast kɩ-́ɲápʊ᷇ e‐ɲabo dɩ‐́nyɔẃˈɔ‐́lɩ ́ gɩ-́ɲápʊ᷆  gɩ-́ɲápʊ᷇ kɩ-́ɲápʊ᷇ kɩ‐̀ɲápʊ̄ kɩ-́ɲápʊ᷆ 
 

29. horn 
 

e‐siyebi dì‐síí‐lí gɨ-̀sé 
     

49. seed 
 

i‐bi dí‐bí‐lì gɨ-́bí gɨ-́bí kí-jí kɩ‐̀gbɩ ̀ kí-jí 
 

22. eye kɨ-̀nìʃí nsibi dì‐ńsí‐lì gɨ-̀nsí gɨ-̀nsí 
 

kɩ‐̀ɲásɩ ̀ kɩ-̀ɲɩśɩ ́
 

17. knee kɨ-̀ŋmúliʔ᷆ e‐kpaŋunu dì‐ŋmílˈí‐í gɨ-̀ŋmɨĺiʔ᷆ gù-múlíīʔ kù-ŋúríʔ kà‐ŋwʊ́nī 
 

ku‐wuni 

13. leg kɩ-́yáʔ 
 

dɩ‐́yáá‐lɩ ̀ gɩ-́yáāʔ gí-yáāʔ kɩ-́yáʔ kɩ‐̄yáá kɩ-́yáāʔ ke‐ya 

76. name 
  

dɩ‐̀nyɩń́‐dɩ ́ gɩ‐́ɲàŋ 
 

kɩ-̀ɲárɩ ́ kà‐ɲɩńá kɩ-̀ɲɩńɩ ́
 

15. navel kì-jèpùlóʔ 
 

dù‐pùlí‐í gù-pùlíīʔ gù-pùlúūʔ kà-pùréʔ kà‐pùníí kù-pùníīʔ 
 

18. liver 
 

a‐kpõ dʊ́‐kpʊ́‐lɩ ̀ gi‐kpɔ 
  

kɩ‐̀kpó 
  

30. fish 
  

dì‐kìm̀‐bí‐lí ɔ-́kɪŋ᷇ ɔ-́kɪŋ᷇ kà-kɨɲ̀jí 
 

kə-̀kɨɲ̀ɲí 
 

kVHi/A ~ I/A ~ kVHi/A 

7. arm 
 

e‐be kʊ̀‐báá‐ʊ́ gɪ-̀bááʔ gɪ-̀bááʔ 
    

25. wing kɪ-̀báʔ 
 

kʊ́‐báá‐ʊ́ gɪ-́baŋ᷇ gɪ-̀bàmbàntʸɛɛ́ʔ̄ kɪ-́bámbaŋ᷇ 
 

kɪ-́bámbaŋ᷇ 
 

9. ear kʊ̀-sʊ́ e‐sõ kʊ̀‐sʊ́‐ʊ́ gʊ̀-sɔ ́ gʊ̀-sʊ́ kɪ-̀sɪb́ɔ ́ kʊ̀‐sʊ̀ɛ ̀ kʊ̀-sʊ́ ko‐sugbo 

41. snake kʊ̀-wɔ ́ e‐wɔ kʊ̀‐wɔɔ́‐́ʊ́ gʊ̀-wɔɔ́ʔ́ 
 

kʊ̀-wɔ ́
   

42. feather kɪ-̀tɛʔ́ e‐tɛ kɩ‐̀tɛɛ̀t́ˈɛ‐́ʊ́ gɪ-̀tʸɛʔ᷇ gɪ-̀tʸɛɛ́ʔ̄ kɨ-̀téʔ kɩ‐̀tɩɛ́ ̀ kɪ-̀tɛɛ́ʔ̄ 
 

44. leaf kɪ-̀fàntáŋ e‐feta kʊ̀‐fádá‐ʊ̀ gɪ-̀fàdáāʔ gɩ-̀fàtɛɛ́ʔ̄ kɪ-̀fɩ ̆ŕáʔ kɩ‐̀frá kɪ-̀fɩt́aʔ᷆ 
 

10. neck kʊ́-bɔ ́ ɔ‐boyi kʊ́‐bɔ‐́ʊ̀ gʊ́-bɔ ́ ɔ-̀bʊ́lɛɩ́ ̆ kɪ-́bɔ ́
  

ku‐bo 

Table A6: Alternatives to DI-/A- deriflection of Foodo in Northern Guang 
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